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Can an Email serve as “Written Notice?”
Contracts often require “written notice” to advise the other party of a claim
for additional compensation or time. With the routine use of electronic mail,
the question has arisen whether an email can suffice. Many states now
recognize the enforceability of electronic signatures and several courts now
require nothing but electronic filings. Thus, it would seem natural that an
email should constitute “written notice.” However, as with most things in the
Law – it depends.
The starting point for answering this question begins with the contract itself.
Clearly, if email “written notice” is expressly allowed or prohibited,
determining the answer is easy – follow the contract. Often, though, the
contract is silent as to the form and substance of the written notice to be
provided. In that situation, the answer is not so clear cut, but a broad trend
appears to be emerging through various courts. First, the sender must have
some way of confirming that the email was “received.” Attempted delivery
does not suffice. Of course, a reply by the other party (whether by email,
letter or some other form) proves receipt. But when no reply is received, the
sender will need to demonstrate that the intended recipient actually received
the email. No case has yet been found addressing whether the “delivery”
and “read” receipt options in Microsoft Outlook will satisfy proof of receipt,
but it is only a matter of time before a court does.
Second, the intent and substance of the email should be clear to the
recipient. Again, a reply which directly addresses the substance of the email
would appear to be the “proof” required. Several courts have declined to
find that an email satisfied the written notice requirements in a contract; not
because an email cannot constitute a “writing,” but rather the email was
vague, unclear or did not truly place the other party on notice. Had the
emails in those cases clearly set forth their intended purpose, the courts
likely would have come to a different conclusion. Thus, “best practices”
would say, “title the email as ‘Written Notice of __’.”
Third, courts look to the practices of the parties during the contract. Was
email communication routinely used or was it a rarity? If used, did the
recipient act on the email as though it received a formal letter? While not
dispositive, courts are comforted when they make rulings consistent with
how the parties guided themselves. Thus, if all other “written notices” are in
the form of hard paper, a court may not take the lone email seriously.
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Disclaimer
This newsletter is created for educational purposes only to give the reader a general
understanding of legal issues and topics pertaining to the construction industry. This
newsletter is not intended to provide specific legal advice nor should any reader
construe any information contained in this newsletter as legal advice. The articles in
this newsletter should not be used as a substitute or replacement for obtaining
competent legal advice from an attorney that can best advise the reader based on the
facts, legal issues, and circumstances of their matter. As the law always changes, and
legal strategies differ from attorney to attorney, no representation or warranty is made
as to the information in this newsletter. By using this newsletter, the reader
understands that no attorney-client relationship has developed between the author and
the reader, and that this newsletter does not provide the reader specific legal advice
with any issues he/she may face.

